General Eisenhower addressing the people of the Occupied Countries
The troops of the Allied Expeditionary Forces have embarked for the coasts of France.
This landing is part of the grand plan of the United Nations, together with our great allies the Russians, for the
liberation of Europe.
I am sending this message to all of you. Even if the first assault isn’t on your region, the hour of your liberation
approaches.
All patriots, men and women, young and old, have a role to play in our march toward the final victory. To the
members of the Resistance on the interior or on the exterior, I say, “Follow the instructions that you have received!”
To the patriots who aren’t yet members of an organized Resistance movement, I say, “Continue your auxiliary
Resistance, but do not expose your lives needlessly, wait for the time when I give you the signal to stand up and
strike the enemy. The day will come when I need your force joined to ours.” Until that day, I count on you to
remain calm.”

French Citizens:
I am proud for now to command the bravest soldiers of France. Fighting side by side with their Allies, they are
fighting their hardest for the liberation of their native country.
If the first landings have been in your region, I repeat for you, in the strongest possible terms, my message to the
people in the other occupied countries of Western Europe. Follow the instructions of your leaders. A premature
insurrection of all the French could derail the liberation and may not be the best way to serve your country. Don’t
lose hope, but be alert!
As Supreme Commander of the Allied Expeditionary Forces, I have the right and the responsibility to take all
measures necessary to wage this war. I know that I can count on your to obey the orders that I will be called upon to
issue.
The civil administration of France should be guaranteed to the French. Everyone should stick to his post until he
receives contrary instructions. Those that have Collaborated with the enemy and have betrayed their country, shall
be dismissed.
Once France is liberated from its oppressors, you will be able to choose for yourselves the representatives and the
type of government that you wish to have.
Throughout the course of this campaign, whose goal is the definitive defeat of the enemy, you may be subject to
more loss and destructions. Their results may be tragic, but are part of the price to pay for victory. I guarantee that I
will do everything in my power to minimize your losses. I know that I can count on your resolution, which as great
now as it has been in the past. The heroic deeds of the French who have continued to fight against the Nazis and
their satellites in Vichy, France, Italy and the French Empire have been a model and inspiration for all of us.
This landing is just the beginning of the Western Europe campaign. We are on the brink of great battles. I ask all
the those who love liberty to be on our side. Nothing should break your faith, nothing should stop our cause.
TOGETHER, WE WILL OVERCOME.
(Signed Dwight David Eisenhower)
Supreme Commander of the Allied Expeditionary Forces

